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Introduction - Group Quizzes and 
Exams at the University of British Co-
lumbia
A variety of courses are now using group exams as part of the Carl 
Wieman Science Education Initiative at the University of British Columbia. 
These exams follow a similar pattern.

Students in these courses: 
• Sit an individual exam or quiz on their own 
• Hand in the individual component
• Immediately get into groups of 3 or 4
• Write the same exam again but as a group with only one exam sheet, 
so they must agree on the answers

Discussion is permitted in the group portion of the exam or quiz (and the 
room quickly becomes a lively place). In most cases the majority of the 
student’s mark for the exam or quiz comes from the individual portion and 
a smaller amount comes from the group exam. (Often 75%/25% or 
85%/15%).

Most of the data presented here are from an introductory science labora-
tory course (EOSC 111: A Laboratory Exploration of Planet Earth) which 
has been using group quizzes since 2007. In this case, quizzes are based 
on prereadings students complete prior to each lab. 

Benefits of group exams & quizzes
• Timely feedback  
• Peer feedback
 o Lower achieving students get extra explanation 
 o Higher achieving students benefit from explaining to others
• Increased preparation for upcoming activities 
• Develop “soft” group work skills (6)(3)
• Reduces student anxiety 
• ALL students participate!
• Quieter students get a chance to contribute even in large classes (7)
• Students like it and believe it helps their learning (5),(6)
• Fewer students drop courses with group exams (6) 
• Student retention of information is increased (2)
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Group Quiz Results: EOSC 111
Groups are likely to exceed the individual members(Figure 1). In 
60% of cases, group marks exceeded individual marks and in 92% 
groups meet or exceed individual marks. Surprisingly, ~7% of indi-
viduals earned higher scores than their group, different from the typi-
cal group exam situations throughout the University of British Colum-
bia (where most groups outperform individuals). These results may be 
due to the small number of questions on our quizzes (6 on average), a 
relatively high average individual score (4.5/6, most common score is 
5/6), and/or a high percentage of individuals scoring 6/6 (24%).  The 
scores suggest that the quizzes may not be sufficiently difficult for the 
group quizzes to provide a learning experience for all students. 

Groups tend to self-correct (Figure 2). If many individual members  
are correct the group is overwhelmingly likely to select the correct 
answer. However, even if any one person chooses the correct answer 
in the individual quiz the group is still much more likely to select the 
correct answer. The fact that groups more often choose the answer of 
a correct minority than of an incorrect majority implies that the mi-
nority is sufficiently persuasive in discussion. Groups are also more 
likely to choose the correct answer when they have each individually 
selected conflicting wrong answers. The only situation where groups 
are less likely to select the correct answer is when all group members 
have individually selected the same incorrect answer.  

Discriminating questions foster discussion (Figure 3). Though 
overall the quizzes in EOSC 111 may be too easy, some questions 
show promise. Questions that are discriminating based on item analy-
sis (1) are often also those in which groups selected the answer of a 
correct minority, or chose the correct answer after all group members 
answered incorrectly on the individual quiz. This implies that discrimi-
nating questions were also questions that encouraged discussion and 
learning. Future quizzes will be improved by ensuring that each quiz 
has at least two highly discriminating questions that are likely to pro-
mote peer discussion.  

Surveys 

After each class, students in EOSC 111 complete an online survey 
asking a variety of questions about the laboratory session. Several 
questions about the group quiz were added to this survey. In one 
group of questions we asked what behaviours they engaged in during 
their group quiz:
 a. Compared answers (e.g. "I got B", "I got C"...).
 b. Someone explained why they thought a particular answer was  
 correct or incorrect.
  c. People argued for different answers to the same question.
  d. The group reached a consensus (all agreed) on an answer to a   
 particular question.
  e. The group did not reach a consensus on an answer to a particu  
 lar question, and someone made a decision what the group    
 answer would be.
  f. You realized that you now understood the answer to a particular  
 question, but you hadn't understood it during the individual quiz.
  g. Someone else (not you) indicated that they now understood the  
 answer to a particular question, but they hadn't understood it   
 during the individual quiz.

Of students who miss at least one question on the individual quiz, 
about 50% report having learned something new in the group quiz 
process (Figure 4).  15% of those who answered all the questions cor-
rectly as individuals also report learning something new.  The 
student-reported behavior most highly correlated with “learning 
something new” is “someone explained why they thought an answer 
was correct/incorrect” (r=0.6).  (Figure 5)
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Imagine that you find a mineral shaped 
like a cube.  You hit it with a hammer and 
it breaks into smaller cubes. How many 
cleavage planes does it have?
 
A) 1     B) 2     C) 3     D) 4     E) 6

City A below recorded the first P wave ar-
rival from this earthquake at 10:00 am 
and the first surface waves at 10:03 am.  
If the first P wave arrival at City B oc-
curred at 10:30 am, when would the first 
surface waves arrive at City B?
A)  Before 10:33 am  
B)  At exactly 10:33 am
C)  After 10:33 am
D)  Not enough information
 

“Great idea! The 
group exams give 
you a chance to go 
over your answers to 
the exam while you 
still care about the 
questions.”

“You actually learn what you got wrong 
right away from a student perspective”

“They allow me to see what questions I 
got wrong and why, while the exam is 
fresh in my mind.”

“They facilitate discussion amongst group members and people who know the material well can reason with others and im-
prove everyone’s understanding. For material everyone is only partly familiar with, discussion can help groups piece to-
gether the puzzle, so to speak.”

Drawbacks of group exams & quizzes

• Social loafing and/or dominant group members 
• Groups sidetracked by process 
• Students could be convinced of the wrong answer 
• Difficulties managing student groups (4)
• Student inexperience with groups 
• Assigning marks can be difficult 
• Group exams take time (longer sessions or shorter exams)

Though many of these drawbacks are concerning, some might be desir-
able difficulties. If handled well they could teach the skills students need 
to be successful. 

Research questions
We analyzed quiz results, group behavior based on matched individual 
and group responses, and student surveys to answer a variety of ques-
tions including:

(1) What % of groups match, exceed, or  score lower than the highest 
scoring individual?
(2) Do students “learn the wrong answer” from their group discussion?
(3) Do students learn something new while taking group quizzes ?
(4) What types of questions elicit discussion?
(5) Are the quizzes at the right level of desirable difficulty?  
(6) How can we improve the quizzes?

Conclusions and future work
• Group exams are a learning experience for most students in EOSC 111
• Students are not frequently lead astray by group discussion
• In most cases, student groups equal or exceed individual scores
• Questions which are shown to be discriminating based on item analysis  
 are more likely to encourage good student discussions
• Our quizzes can be improved by increasing the difficulty of the ques  
 tions and adding more discriminating questions to the quizzes. 

Future work on this project will include experiments to determine if stu-
dents who engage in group discussion on a concept are more likely to 
retain the information then students who do not. 
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Figure 1 - Indvidual scores compared to group scores
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Figure 3 - Item Analysis compared to 
Minority group codes
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Figure 4 - % of students who 
commented on learning in group quiz
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Figure 2 - Results of 1528 Questions Answered By Groups
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“Discussion over tricky questions facilitate 
learning immediately and the answer/concept 
is stuck in your brain FOREVER!”

“There are several questions <where> 
my group helped me understand a con-
cept or a fact”


